Counseling & Educational Psychology
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*Refereed Journal Articles*

*Journal Article, Academic Journal (Published)*

*Journal Article, Academic Journal (Published)*

HARLOW, STEVEN D. (Professor)

*Refereed Journal Articles*

*Journal Article, Academic Journal (In Press)*

Liu PhD, Leping (Professor)

*Books*

*Book, Textbook-New (Published)*

*Book, Textbook-New (Published)*

*Book, Scholarly-New (Published)*

*Refereed Journal Articles*

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*

*Conference Proceedings*

*Conference Proceeding (Published)*

*Conference Proceeding (Published)*

Packman, Jill L. (Associate Professor)

**Books**

*Book, Scholarly-New (Published)*

**Book Chapters**

*Book, Chapter in Non-Scholarly Book-Revised (Accepted)*

*Book, Chapter in Scholarly Book-Revised (Accepted)*

*Book, Chapter in Textbook-New (In Press)*

*Book, Chapter in Textbook-New (In Press)*

*Book, Chapter in Scholarly Book-New (In Press)*

*Book, Chapter in Scholarly Book-New (In Press)*

**Refereed Journal Articles**

*Journal Article, Professional Journal (Published)*
**Journal Article, Professional Journal (Published)**
http://ceejpublishing.com/Articles/0023.htm

**Journal Article, Professional Journal (In Press)**

**Other Intellectual Contributions**

*Curriculum Development (In Preparation; Not Yet Submitted)*
Packman, J. L., Elisabeth, L. *Changing the paradigm on bullying.*
Curriculum, Teaching & Learning

Crowther Ph.D., David T. (Professor)

*Book Chapters*

*Book, Chapter in Scholarly Book-New (In Press)*

Lafer, Stephen K. (Associate Professor)

*Books*

*Book, Scholarly-New (In Preparation; Not Yet Submitted)*
Lafer, S. K. Untitled.

*Refereed Journal Articles*

*Journal Article, Academic Journal (Submitted)*
Lafer, S. K. *English Journal*.

*Other Intellectual Contributions*

*Lay or Public Publication (Published)*
http://firesidelearning.ning.com/profile/StephenLafer

*Lay or Public Publication (Published)*
Lafer, S. K. *lafered blog @ www.lafered.com* (pp. 400). online.

Lamberg, Teruni D. (Associate Professor)

*Refereed Journal Articles*

*Journal Article, Academic Journal (Published)*

*Journal Article, Professional Journal (Submitted)*

*Journal Article, Professional Journal (In Press)*

*Non-Refereed Journal Articles*
Conference Proceedings

Conference Proceeding (Published)

Other Intellectual Contributions

Manuscript (Revising to Resubmit)

Technical Report (Submitted)

Technical Report (Submitted)

Technical Report (Submitted)

Technical Report (Submitted)

Quinn, Robert J. (Professor)

Book Chapters

Book, Chapter in Scholarly Book-New (Published)
Quinn, R. J., Ball, T. S. In Newton, J. and Kasten, S. (Ed.), Explore, Conjecture, Connect, Prove: The Versatility of a Rich Geometry Problem. NCTM.

Refereed Journal Articles

Journal Article, Academic Journal (Published)

Journal Article, Academic Journal (Published)

Journal Article, Academic Journal (Published)

Journal Article, Academic Journal (Published)

Journal Article, Academic Journal (Published)

Journal Article, Academic Journal (Published)

Journal Article, Academic Journal (Published)

Journal Article, Academic Journal (Published)

Robinson, Michael G. (Professor)

Other Intellectual Contributions

Lay or Public Publication (Published)

Lay or Public Publication (Published)

Lay or Public Publication (Published)
Lay or Public Publication (Published)

Lay or Public Publication

Lay or Public Publication

Lay or Public Publication
Dean's Office (College of Education)
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*Journal Article, Professional Journal (Published)*

*Journal Article, Professional Journal (Published)*

*Journal Article, Professional Journal (Published)*

**Other Intellectual Contributions**
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Refereed Journal Articles

Journal Article, Academic Journal (Published)

Non-Refereed Journal Articles

Journal Article, Academic Journal (Submitted)

Freeman, Brenda (Professor)

Refereed Journal Articles

Journal Article, Academic Journal (Published)
Coll, K. M., Freeman, B., Trotter, A. Developing the counselor as a person and as a professional: Attitudinal changes in core counseling courses. *Journal of Humanistic Counseling, 52*, 54-66.

Journal Article, Academic Journal (Submitted)

Journal Article, Academic Journal (Submitted)

Journal Article, Academic Journal

Non-Refereed Journal Articles

Journal Article, Academic Journal (Revising to Resubmit)

Journal Article, Academic Journal (In Preparation; Not Yet Submitted)

Other Intellectual Contributions

Technical Report (Published)
Education, College of

Bear, Donald R. (Professor)

Books

Book, Scholarly-Revised (Published)

Book, Scholarly-Revised (In Press)

Johnston, F., Invernizzi, M., Bear, D. R. (in press). Words their way word sorts for syllables and affixes spellers, 2nd edition (pp. 140pp.). Columbus, OH: Merrill / Prentice Hall.

Book Chapters

Book, Chapter in Textbook-Revised (In Press)

Refereed Journal Articles

Journal Article, Academic Journal (Published)

Other Intellectual Contributions

Audio/Visual (Published)
Bear, D. R. Video: Teaching Diverse Literacy Learners. CA: Laureate Associates.

Assessment to be used by literacy leaders and administrators (In Press)

Bingham, Ann (Associate Professor)

Refereed Journal Articles

Journal Article, Academic Journal (Published)

Journal Article, Academic Journal (Published)

Other Intellectual Contributions
Technical Report (Published)
Reno, Nevada: Nevada Center for Excellence in Disabilities.

Technical Report (Published)
Reno, Nevada: Nevada Center for Excellence in Disabilities.

Deflorio, Lydia (Assistant Professor)

Books

Book, Textbook-New (In Preparation; Not Yet Submitted)
DeFlorio, L. In Bridget A. Walsh, Lydia DeFlorio, & Melissa Burnham (Ed.), Introduction to Human Development and Family Studies.

Book Chapters

Book, Chapter in Scholarly Book-New (Published)

Refereed Journal Articles

Journal Article, Academic Journal (Submitted)
DeFlorio, L., Beliakoff, A. Socioeconomic status and preschoolers’ mathematical knowledge: the contribution of home activities and parent beliefs. Early Education and Development.
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Book Chapters


Ferrara, Margaret M. (Associate Professor)

Book Chapters

Book, Chapter in Textbook-New (Published)

Book, Chapter in Scholarly Book-Revised (Published)
Book, Chapter in Scholarly Book-Revised (Published)

Book, Chapter in Scholarly Book-New (Submitted)

Refereed Journal Articles

Journal Article, Professional Journal (Published)

Other Intellectual Contributions

Invited Paper (Published)

Ives, Robert T. (Associate Professor)

Refereed Journal Articles

Journal Article, Academic Journal (Published)

Journal Article, Academic Journal (Published)

Journal Article, Academic Journal (Submitted)
Ives, R. T., Alama, M., Oikonomidoy, E. M., Obenchain, K. M. Applying Intergroup Contact Theory to Social Distance Data from Ethnic Hungarians and Romanians in Romania. *Journal of Euroasian Studies*.

Journal Article, Academic Journal (Submitted)
Ives, R. T., Badescu, G. Two Approaches to Analyzing Romanian Scholarly Productivity. *Studies in Higher Education*.

Journal Article, Academic Journal (Submitted)

Journal Article, Academic Journal (Submitted)
Ives, R. T., Palmer, T. Reflecting on Research Related to Professional Development Schools. *School University Partnerships*.

Jeon, Hyun-joo (Assistant Professor)

Refereed Journal Articles

Journal Article, Academic Journal (Published)

Journal Article, Academic Journal (Published)

Journal Article, Academic Journal (Published)

Journal Article, Academic Journal (Published)
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Journal Article, Academic Journal (Published)

Journal Article, Academic Journal (Published)

Journal Article, Academic Journal (Published)

Salido-sanchez, Jafeth E. (Research Assistant Professor (II))

**Refereed Journal Articles**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal (Submitted)*

*Journal Article, Academic Journal (Submitted)*
Salido-Sanchez, J., Thornton, B. W., Usinger, J. Predictive Variables of Success for Latino Enrollment in Higher Education. *Journal of Latinos and Education (JLE).*

*Journal Article, Academic Journal (In Preparation; Not Yet Submitted)*

**Non-Refereed Journal Articles**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal (In Preparation; Not Yet Submitted)*
Salido-Sanchez, J., Stewart, R. Changing the Norm to Increase Faculty Diversity.

**Other Intellectual Contributions**

*Magazine/Trade Publication (Submitted)*
Salido-Sanchez, J., Hill, G. C. *Middle School Uniforms: To Wear or Not to Wear?*. Alexandira, Virginia: Educational Leadership ASCD.
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**Book Chapters**

*Book, Chapter in Scholarly Book-Revised (Published)*

**Conference Proceedings**

*Conference Proceeding (Submitted)*

**Other Intellectual Contributions**

*West's Education Law Reporter is a legal reporter published by Thompson Reuters (formerly West Publishing, the foremost publisher of legal reporters for the West National Reporter System. It is issued bi-weekly during 26 weeks of the year and consists of all reported federal and state cases dealing with education. It also contains legal commentaries written by legal scholars. (Published)*
Sparkman, B., Hartmeister, F. (2013). Emeldi v. University of Oregon: Title IX and Academic Decision Making in Higher Education. *It is a legal commentary in West's Education Law*
Walsh, Bridget A. (Assistant Professor)

Refereed Journal Articles

Journal Article, Academic Journal (Published)

Journal Article, Academic Journal (Published)

Journal Article, Academic Journal (Published)

Journal Article, Professional Journal (Published)

Journal Article, Professional Journal (Published)

Journal Article, Academic Journal (Submitted)

Journal Article, Academic Journal (Submitted)

Journal Article, Academic Journal (In Preparation; Not Yet Submitted)
Educational Leadership

Hill, George C. (Associate Professor)

Books

Book, Textbook-Revised (Published)

Refereed Journal Articles

Journal Article, Academic Journal (Accepted)

Journal Article, Academic Journal (Submitted)

Other Intellectual Contributions

Technical Report (Published)

Trade/Professional Publication for teachers and administrators (Submitted)
Salido-Sanchez, J., Hill, G. C. *Middle School Uniforms: To Wear or Not to Wear?*. Alexandria, Virgina: Educational Leadership.

PELTIER, GARY L. (Professor)

Refereed Journal Articles

Journal Article, Academic Journal (Submitted)

Perreault, George M. (Professor)

Books

Book, Scholarly-New (Published)

Thornton, Billy W. (Associate Professor)
Books

Book, Textbook-Revised (Published)

Refereed Journal Articles

Journal Article, Academic Journal (Published)
Evans, L., Thornton, B. W., Usinger, J. Shared vision or collective assumptions? A study of educational leaders' perceptions of walkthroughs. International Journal of Educational Preparation, 5(4). http://cnx.org/content/m35853/1.1/

Journal Article, Academic Journal (Published)

Journal Article, Academic Journal (Published)


Other Intellectual Contributions

Technical Report (Published)
Thornton, B. W., Hill, G. C. Comprehensive Curriculum Audit of Nevada Virtual Academy (pp. 97).
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Book, Chapter in Scholarly Book-New (Accepted)
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**Refereed Journal Articles**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal (Submitted)*

*Journal Article, Academic Journal (Submitted)*
Salido-Sanchez, J., Thornton, B. W., Usinger, J. Predictive Variables of Success for Latino Enrollment in Higher Education. *Journal of Latinos in Education*.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal (In Press)*

**Conference Proceedings**

*Conference Proceeding (Published)*

*Conference Proceeding (Published)*

*Conference Proceeding (Published)*
Hill, G. C., Thornton, B. W., Usinger, J., Chang, T. What do they know: The results of a study to determine the level of understanding by rural building administrators of key points of Special Education Law (pp. 40-44). Memphis, TN: ACRES 2010 Conference Proceedings: Unfinished Portraits: Envisioning an Inclusive Society for Individuals with Disabilities.

**Verstegen, D.a (Professor)**

**Refereed Journal Articles**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal (Published)*

*Journal Article, Academic Journal (Published)*

**Other Intellectual Contributions**

*Monograph (Published)*

*Technical Report (Published)*
across the states of per pupil spending and percentage share of funding from state and local sources. Additions/corrections to low income and main formula (pp. Vol. I and Vol. II are approximately 150 pages). UNR, Reno, NV: www.schoolfinances.info.

*Research Report (Published)*

*Monograph (Submitted)*
Educational Specialties

Abernathy Vineyard, Tammy V. (Professor)

*Refereed Journal Articles*

*Journal Article, Academic Journal (Published)*

*Journal Article, Professional Journal (Published)*

*Journal Article, Academic Journal (Published)*

Barone, Diane (Professor)

*Books*

*Book, Scholarly-New (Published)*
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*Book, Chapter in Scholarly Book-New (Published)*

*Refereed Journal Articles*

*Journal Article, Academic Journal (Published)*

*Journal Article, Academic Journal (Published)*

*Journal Article, Academic Journal (Published)*

Case, Rod E. (Associate Professor)

*Refereed Journal Articles*

*Journal Article, Academic Journal (Accepted)*


Demchak, Maryann (Professor)

**Book Chapters**

*Book, Chapter in Textbook-Revised (In Press)*

**Other Intellectual Contributions**

*Instructor's Manual (In Press)*

Oikonomidoy, Eleni M. (Associate Professor)

**Refereed Journal Articles**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal (Accepted)*

Pennington Ph.D., Julie L. (Associate Professor)

**Book Chapters**

*Book, Chapter in Scholarly Book-New (In Press)*

**Refereed Journal Articles**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal (Published)*

*Journal Article, Academic Journal (Submitted)*
McVee, M., Hopkins, M., Brock, C., Pennington, J. L. Metaphors of Resistance in Inservice and Preservice Teacher Explorations of Multicultural Teacher Education: Exploring Our (Deficit/Deficient) Positions. *Journal of Teacher Education.*
Pennington, J. L., Obenchain, K. Is it about race or is it about history? White teachers teaching the Civil Rights Movement. *Equity and Excellence in Education*.
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**Other Intellectual Contributions**

*Dust jacket blurb (Published)*
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**Books**
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Human Development & Family Studies
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**Books**

*Book, Textbook-New (Submitted)*
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**Refereed Journal Articles**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal (In Preparation; Not Yet Submitted)*

*Journal Article, Academic Journal (In Preparation; Not Yet Submitted)*

**Other Intellectual Contributions**
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Burnham, M. M., Kranovich, S. *Are Late Adolescents Getting Adequate Sleep? An Analysis of Sleep Quality and Characteristics of College Freshmen*. *Sleep*.
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*Journal Article, Academic Journal (Revising to Resubmit)*
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Dunlap, Glen G. (Research Professor (IV))
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*Book, Scholarly-New (Published)*
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*Book, Chapter in Scholarly Book-New (Published)*
Fox, L., Clarke, S., Dunlap, G. Helping families address challenging behavior: Using positive behavior support in early intervention. In M. Ostrosky and S. Sandall (Ed.), *Addressing young children’s challenging behaviors (YEC Monograph 15)* (pp. 59-75). Los Angeles, CA: Division for Early Childhood.

*Book, Chapter in Scholarly Book-New (Published)*

*Book, Chapter in Scholarly Book-New (Published)*

*Book, Chapter in Scholarly Book-New (Published)*

**Refereed Journal Articles**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal (Published)*
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*Journal Article, Academic Journal (Published)*
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Greenwald, Ashley
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**McKinlay, George**
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  McKinlay, G. NATRC.info Article posts. NATRC.info
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  McKinlay, G. NATRC.info Article posts 2012. NATRC.info
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  McKinlay, G. NCED.info ADA Nevada article posts. NATRC.info/ada-nevada/

**Soracco, Jodie**

**Other Intellectual Contributions**

*Curriculum Development*
Soracco, J. *Breaking the Cycle of Defiance*. 
Conference Proceedings

Conference Proceeding (Published)

Conference Proceeding (Published)
Ewing-Taylor, J., Johnson, L., Knezek, G., Christensen, R. Assisting Well-Prepared Beginning Teachers to Overcome Obstacles in Integrating Technology in Their Classrooms. In McFerrin, Karen; Weber, Roberta; CarlSEN, Roger; Willis, Dee Anna (Ed.), Society for Information Technology & Teacher Education International Conference 2008 (pp. 3328). AACE. http://www.editlib.org/p/27750

Conference Proceeding (Published)
Ewing-Taylor, J., Overall, T. Collaborating to Make Difference: Taking the PT3 Collaborative Exchange Program into the Future. In Crawford, Caroline; Davis, Niki; Price, Jerry; Weber, Roberta; Willis, Dee Anna (Ed.), Society for Information Technology & Teacher Education International Conference 2003 (pp. 3516-3518). AACE. http://www.editlib.org/p/18752

Conference Proceeding (Published)
Cantrell, P. P., Ewing-Taylor, J. Collaborative seminars: An opportunity for high school juniors and seniors to explore stem careers. ASEE RMS Conference.

Conference Proceeding (Published)
Gibson, K., Ewing-Taylor, J. Creating Interactive Video-Based Tutorials Using Camtasia Studio Software. In Ferdig, Richard; Crawford, Caroline; CarlSEN, Roger; Davis, Niki; Price, Jerry; Weber, Roberta; Willis, Dee Anna (Ed.), Society for Information Technology & Teacher Education International Conference 2004 (pp. 4100-4101). AACE. http://www.editlib.org/p/13046

Conference Proceeding (Published)
Slayden, M., Pickering, J., Ewing-Taylor, J. Integration of Technology in the K-12 Classroom as a Result of Active Learning Opportunities for Nevada Educators. In Gibson, David; Dodge, Bernie (Ed.), Society for Information Technology & Teacher Education International Conference 2010 (pp. 4108-4113). AACE. http://www.editlib.org/p/34025

Conference Proceeding (Published)
Gibson, K., Ewing-Taylor, J. Pre-Service Teacher Technology Training: Seeing Results through a Summer Institute. In Crawford, Caroline; CarlSEN, Roger; Gibson, Ian; McFerrin, Karen; Price, Jerry; Weber, Roberta; Willis, Dee Anna (Ed.), Society for Information Technology & Teacher Education International Conference 2005 (pp. 2607-2609). AACE. http://www.editlib.org/p/19487

Conference Proceeding (Published)
Ewing-Taylor, J., Gibson, K. Pre-service Teachers Educating Parents on Technology: The Technology Information for Parents (TIPs) Television Series. In Ferdig, Richard; Crawford, Caroline; CarlSEN, Roger; Davis, Niki; Price, Jerry; Weber, Roberta; Willis, Dee
Anna (Ed.), Society for Information Technology & Teacher Education International Conference 2004 (pp. 1151-1153). AACE. http://www.editlib.org/p/14565

Conference Proceeding (Published)
Ewing-Taylor, J. Technology in teacher education: Nevada's pre-service teachers are highly skilled. In Crawford, Candace; Carlsen, Roger; McFerrin, Karen; Price, Jerry; Weber, Roberta; Willis, Dee Anna (Ed.), Society for Information Technology & Teacher Education International Conference 2006. AACE.

Conference Proceeding (Published)

Conference Proceeding (Published)
Ewing-Taylor, J., Cantrell, P. P., Gibson, K. Technology Integration and Student Achievement: Connecting the Dots. In Crawford, Caroline; Carlsen, Roger; Gibson, Ian; McFerrin, Karen; Price, Jerry; Weber, Roberta; Willis, Dee Anna (Ed.), Society for Information Technology & Teacher Education International Conference 2005 (pp. 841-842). AACE. http://www.editlib.org/p/19118

Conference Proceeding (Published)

Conference Proceeding (Published)

Conference Proceeding (Published)

Conference Proceeding (Published)
Velasquez-Bryant, N. J., Ewing-Taylor, J. Visual Communicator: Moving Beyond PowerPoint. In Crawford, Caroline; Davis, Niki; Price, Jerry; Weber, Roberta; Willis, Dee Anna (Ed.), Society for Information Technology & Teacher Education International Conference 2003 (pp. 2744-2746). AACE. http://www.editlib.org/p/18551
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Conference Paper (Published)
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Journal Article, Academic Journal (Published)
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Journal Article, Academic Journal (In Preparation; Not Yet Submitted)
Wiest, L. R., Brock, C. H. Building Financial Literacy by Exploring School Budgets.

Journal Article, Academic Journal (In Preparation; Not Yet Submitted)
Brock, C. H., Wiest, L. R., Morrison, J. Persuasive Writing with Quantitative Data.

Journal Article, Academic Journal (In Preparation; Not Yet Submitted)
Wiest, L. R., Vega, S. Developing Linear Measure Concepts Through Ruler Construction.

Journal Article, Academic Journal (In Preparation; Not Yet Submitted)
Wiest, L. R., Thomas, T. A. A Number Sense Task That Will Bowl Students Over.

Journal Article, Academic Journal (In Preparation; Not Yet Submitted)

Non-Refereed Journal Articles

Journal Article, Academic Journal (In Preparation; Not Yet Submitted)
Wiest, L. R., Vega, S., Kalleres, A. Exponential Growth: Exploring the Meaning of "Go Viral".

Journal Article, Academic Journal (In Preparation; Not Yet Submitted)
Wiest, L. R. Sexual Identity and Mathematics: A Taboo Topic?

Journal Article, Academic Journal (In Preparation; Not Yet Submitted)
Haghverdi, M., Wiest, L. R. The Effect of Contextual and Conceptual Rewording on Mathematical Problem-Solving Performance.